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course focusing on leadership applied to teaching.  With the focus of “leadership is the 

foundation for teaching”, this training course gives students the tools and knowledge 
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Development of Leadership and Design Skills Among  
ECE Juniors and Graduate Students 

PREFACE 

The first section, “Junior-Level Design Experiment in a 10 Week Analog 

Design Course”, has been accepted by the Frontiers in Education conference (FIE 

2010).  This paper summarizes my work in designing a complete laboratory project for 

OSU junior level ECE students.  The following paper, “Leadership Training for New 

EECS Graduate Teaching Assistants”, has been accepted as a Work in Progress (WIP) 

by the FIE.  Its intention is to summarize the design and implementation of my work 

on the Graduate Leadership Training course.  Both papers will be presented at the FIE 

conference in October 2010.  This thesis also includes supporting materials in the 

appendices to provide for a more thorough and complete document, as well as 

supporting future educators with the necessary materials when offering 

course/methods described in this document.   
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

Engineering students spend a significant amount of their undergraduate careers 

focused on technical theory and practice.  This intensive study prepares them for their 

future technical challenges.  This training is so intense that often the more “soft skills” 

such as communication, leadership, design, and troubleshooting are left out or are 

presented in only a few selected courses.  The work summarized in this thesis presents 

two examples of these soft skills can be taught to engineers.  The two skills addressed 

are design and leadership. 

Chapter 2 presents a junior level laboratory project that provides students an 

exposure to the engineering process: design, construction, testing, and final 

documentation.  This 10 week project requires students to design, prototype, and 

refine their project.  Oregon State University started the Platform for Learning (PFL) 

program to provide quality education to its engineering students for both technical and 

soft skills.  The PFL suggests that laboratory projects should have the aspects of 

personal ownership, curriculum continuity, context, fun, and troubleshooting. 

Chapter 3 covers the key elements of the Graduate Leadership course 

developed in the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.  Graduate 

student teaching assistants (GTAs) have been a valuable resource for Oregon State 

University in various areas, including teaching laboratories and leading undergraduate 

course recitations.  In addition, many graduate students assist faculty members on 

research topics, and assist with undergraduate lecturing.  Studies have shown that 

effective mentors/leaders are able to assist in the retention of students in engineering.  

This chapter summarizes a newly designed Graduate Leadership Training course with 

the focus of “leadership is the foundation for teaching”.  This training course gives 

graduate students the tools and knowledge for becoming effective leaders, so that they 

are able to lead or to be led in the future. 
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Chapter 4 is a summary of future work and ideas to improve the methodology 

described in this thesis. 

The appendices include supporting documentations:  the ECE 323 laboratory 

manual; Fall 2009 survey results for the new ECE 323 laboratory project; spring 2010 

preliminary survey results for the new ECE323 laboratory project; the Graduate 

Leadership Training course material; and the Build a Warehouse activity on 

teambuilding. 
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CHAPTER 2 – JUNIOR-LEVEL DESIGN EXPERIMENT IN A 10 

WEEK ANALOG DESIGN COURSE 

 

Ding Luo and Donald L. Heer 

School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

Oregon State University 

Corvallis, OR 97330 

Abstract - This paper presents a newly designed laboratory project for the Oregon 

State University (OSU) Electronics II course for junior-level electrical and computer 

engineering (ECE) students. The previous course was taught using common-place 

single session laboratory experiments and was not well received by students. An open-

ended multi-solution laboratory project designed to boost students’ abilities on 

problem solving and innovation was chosen. The new laboratory project was 

developed to integrate design, communication, and system thinking into a single 

course. Integration of these soft-skills into the laboratory gives opportunities to use 

the skills in a technical context. This initial single term course better prepares students 

for later coursework. To assess the changes to this new laboratory, student pre and 

post surveys were used along side of laboratory observations. Topics of interest were 

student self-efficacy, student expectations of the laboratory, and student reflections on 

the course-laboratory connection. Results from the initial student self-efficacy survey 

results show an increase in student teamwork while the students’ expectations of the 

course showed provable trends. Student reflections show the most variability and give 

insights into what aspects of the course worked the best. 

 

Index Terms – Electronics, junior, design, platforms for learning 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It can be argued that engineering is not only a technical field; engineers must 

be able to interact with their peers, document their work and apply novel ideas to new 

situations. Often times it is difficult to teach these skills in parallel with the more 

traditional engineering coursework focusing on technical understanding. One approach 

is to teach distinctly separate courses presenting these ‘soft skills’. Another option is 

to bring these skills together in a capstone design sequence during the last years of a 

student’s undergraduate degree.  In the School of Electrical Engineering and 

Computer Science at Oregon State University a coordinated effort has been put into 

place to include these non-technical skills in all technical courses students take at 

every level rather than the senior year alone. The program called Platforms for 

Learning©[1] has been adopted by 10 separate higher learning institutions across the 

world and has influenced the education of over 3000 individual students. This chapter 

specifically covers recent revisions to the second junior-level electronics course to 

integrate these skills. 

The junior-level electronic sequence is a two term program focusing on 

transistors and their use in circuits. The first course (Electronics I) focuses primarily 

on DC small signal analysis, while the second (Electronics II) focuses on frequency 

response and more advanced topics. The previous version of the Electronics II course 

lab project was designed in 2006, and remained the same until June, 2009.  The 

instructor of the course had changed twice since the 2006 version, and the current 

lecture and lab material became mismatched. Additional student feedback also 

indicated that the lab was not effective at supporting the lecture.    

The revised Electronics II course lab project is redesigned based on the 

Platform for Learning key elements of personal ownership, curriculum continuity, 

contextual learning, hands-on/active learning, and fun factor.  The goal of the project 

is to design, prototype and refine a USB powered audio amplifier by applying 

concepts acquired from the Electronics II lecture. 
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A. Motivation for Change 

Motivations for course redesign can vary broadly but the primary reasons for 

redesign of the electronics course were changes in lecture material not being addressed 

by lab, and student dissatisfaction due to unable to apply course materials into 

laboratory practice. The earlier course material asked students to build an audio 

remote control. Students were required to design and construct a system that using 

audio tones would drive a robotic base around a room. This design had to be transistor 

based and was broken into separate labs. This lab suffered from several problems as 

the course evolved. 

1. Earlier course versions covered material such as ring oscillators and peak 

detectors. These concepts were vital to the previous project. When they were 

removed from the newer lecture material, students were unable to properly 

apply this concept into the older version of project. 

2. The courses surrounding the Electronics II course were revised to include more 

advanced design and communication skills. For example, in two previous 

courses prior to Electronics II, open-ended design labs had been adopted. 

Students were accustomed to the more difficult, but rewarding task, of design. 

The earlier Electronics II course however treated each lab as a separate item 

making the design complexity low and restrictive. 

3. Technical documentation had been increased in surrounding courses to 

encourage students to better meet writing standards and to express their 

designs in a written form. The summary documentation from the Electronics II 

course was simple question and answer not requiring students to usage on the 

analysis of their design. 

To address these problems, the lab was redesigned with a few philosophies 

including: Open ended design, integration to the Platforms for Learning, and 

preparation for later courses. 
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B. Platforms for Learning 

A Platform for Learning is defined as a common unifying object or experience 

that unites various classes into a curriculum sequence [1].  In the freshmen curriculum, 

ECE students construct and improve a robot called a Tekbot. Using the TekBot and 

applying concepts learned from lecture simultaneously, students gain the advantages 

of any platform for learning: Personal Ownership, Curriculum Continuity, Context, 

Fun, and Troubleshooting [2].  The platform students utilize in Electronics II uses the 

knowledge scaffolding acquired from previous courses, giving students a foundation 

to make more sophisticated designs than if they were doing everything for the first 

time. 

As an example for the platform of Electronics II: in the Electronics I course, 

students build a two channel DC power supply. This system is constructed from a 

project specification document describing the project. The specification document 

combines testing procedures, a summary of work, schematic designs, and design 

research into a single document. The more industry standard way of designing a 

project is novel to the students at this point since preceding laboratories have been 

more guided with step-by-step instructions. Students naturally struggle with this 

format in the first term, but once understood, they are expected to more effectively to 

perform design work in later courses, e.g. Electronics II.  

In prior courses, design dissection and abstraction are introduced. 

Appropriately partitioning a large design into smaller pieces, based on function, with 

defined interconnections that can be characterized completely gives the designer the 

ability to focus on manageable pieces. This is critical for larger project organization. 

C. Open-ended Design 

Often, courses with a laboratory component treat the lab as a sequence of 

separate one week experiments used to illuminate the course material. This method is 

effective in teaching concepts but does not help to build other important skills.  
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Engineering as a field involves various activities including design, project 

management, simulation & verification, production, and technological evolution.   

Laboratory projects in early academic years often times guide students to a 

single solution, and innovative solutions are always hinted and encouraged after the 

completion of the project.  The laboratory project for Electronics II is specifically 

designed to be open-ended and have multiple solutions.  Instead of guiding students to 

a single solution, hints and reference literatures are given to students, in order to build 

student skills in innovative design, project management, and technological evolution 

through this open-ended laboratory project.   

Single week experiments often do not address these while larger more open-

ended projects naturally do. In the Electronics II course, students are given the final 

specification for the project and little other direction. Students are expected to design 

the project over the 10 weeks of the course without intermediate coaching.  However, 

information and tools are provided in the form of circuit topologies, help sessions on 

various tools, and leading study questions.  This open-ended structure is expected to 

promote innovative solutions to an engineering problem, as well as build student skills 

in design and project management.  The open-ended engineering experience from 

Electronics II also better prepares students for the 30 week Senior Design course. 

D. Preparation for Later Courses 

To best integrate the Electronics II course into the junior curriculum, the 

design needed to expose the connections between courses and make them obvious to 

students.  Revealing these connections adds relevance and builds upon what the 

student already understands. Upon completion of Electronics II, concepts learned in 

lecture and experience gained through the lab project become the “platform” for future 

courses.  Examples of these connections include:   

• Electronics II uses the same style of project specifications as Electronics I. 
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• Circuit simulation is not re-taught but added on to from previous Electronics I 

course. 

• Frequency response is reused from sophomore coursework and only added on 

to. 

• During the ‘innovation’ section of the course, many students reuse embedded 

programming from previous courses by adding microcontroller control.  

• Electronics II materials are used as prerequisites for some senior level 

integrated circuit courses where students design amplifiers. 

II. ELECTRONICS II COURSE OVERVIEW  

The primary focus of the course redesign was the laboratory. The new course 

project is to design, prototype, and refine a USB powered audio amplifier.  The 

necessary required technical knowledge includes amplifiers and output stages, 

addressed early in the lecture material.  In addition to gaining experience in the 

technical areas, the laboratory project was designed to improve: design, system 

thinking, innovation, critical thought, communication, and at same time allowing 

students to properly apply lecture knowledge into a design project. 

The project structure is synchronized to the lecture schedule and to a model 

version of the engineering process, Figure 1.  The laboratory project is divided into 

five sections with a span of 10 weeks, Table 1.  The first section provides the students 

with a review of the tools (especially circuit simulation) required to successfully 

accomplish their project.  The second section requires students to design the circuit for 

their project by using information from the lecture and previous courses.  Section 

Three requires students to construct their physical prototype prior to the final 

“product”.  Section Four requires each student to improve their design beyond the 

basic requirements. 
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Table 1: Electronics II Laboratory Project Outline 

Section Number Tasks Learning Outcomes 

Section One • Learn/review circuit simulator 
• Design 

• Communication 

Section Two 

• Design project circuit 

• Circuit simulation 

• Troubleshoot 

• Design 

• Innovation 

• Apply Lecture Topics 

• Communication 

• Critical thought 

• System thinking 

Section Three 

• Construct physical prototype 

• Verify functionality 

• Physical VS. simulation results 

• Troubleshoot 

• Design 

• Apply Lecture Topics 

• Communication 

• System thinking 

• Critical thought 

Section Four 

• Project improvement 

• Construction 

• Finalize project 

• Troubleshoot 

• Design 

• Innovation 

• Communication 

• System thinking 

Section Five 
• Presentation • Communication 

• System Thinking 

 

The laboratory project leads students through a design, prototype, test, and 

improvement engineering cycle [3].  During this cycle, students are expected to learn 

and strengthen their technical and soft skills by applying them to the project. 

A. The Engineering Process 

The engineering process describes the different elements of any engineering 

design.  Common elements of the engineering process include: establishment of 

objectives and criteria, synthesis, analysis, construction, testing, and evaluation [3].  
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The new laboratory project models this process, requiring students to execute two 

cycles of the engineering process, Figure 1. During this process, students practice the 

learning outcomes shown in Table 1.  

To better encapsulate the engineering process, it can be categorized into the 

design, construct, test, and final documentation steps.   

Project Prototype

TestsConstruct

Fail `

Final

Documentation

- Research Design Topology

- Apply Lecture Materials

- Simulation

Design

- Component Placements

- Build Prototype

- Measurements

- Prototype VS. Simulation
Pass

Project Improvement

TestsConstruct

Fail `

Final

Documentation

- Research Design Topology

- Apply Lecture Materials

- Simulation

Design

- Component Placements

- Build Prototype

- Measurements

- Prototype VS. Simulation
Pass

 

Figure 1:  Electronics II Laboratory Project Engineering Process 

 

1. Design:  This phase involves requirements specification, research, and 

concept generation [4].  To emulate a common industry product line scenario, the 

concept of simulation-before-prototype is emphasized to the students.  A list of 
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requirements is given in the lab manual.  Students are expected to find and understand 

the pros and cons of several circuit topologies.  They are required to design and 

analyze their project on paper in detail, utilizing the concepts received from the 

Electronics II lecture (application to lecture topic).  During this design phase, detailed 

reasoning, calculations, and drawings are required.  The lab manual instructs students 

to simulate their design to verify its functionality and that it meets the design 

specifications.  Problems in the students’ design are corrected (critical thought) prior 

to the construction of their prototype.   

Text book references and internet sources are provided to the students, 

allowing them to find functional circuit topologies for their design.  Pre-lab 

assignments are given and require students to find a list of topologies.  To meet the 

project specifications, students need to combine several topologies together, 

add/remove components, and calculate the component values (design). 

2. Construct:  The prototyping phase involves physical construction of the design.  It 

is possible that some prototypes are discarded or modified as the system evolves – the 

idea is to experiment, demonstrate a working physical prototype, and improve 

understanding [4].  Students are required to think of their project as a whole system 

(system thinking).  Any modification to the students’ design is back annotated to their 

documentation. 

A lab kit containing some of the necessary components is provided to the 

students.  Once the design is finalized, students create a list of components needed to 

construct the prototype.  This list contains vendor information, part number, cost, 

reference number on the schematic, and estimated total cost (communication).  For 

components outside of the lab kit, students must acquire their own components 

(design). 

Construction of a prototype offers an excellent mechanism to practice 

troubleshooting and critical thinking skills.  Hardware construction skills such as 

soldering and de-soldering are reviewed and practiced with the students.     
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3. Testing:  Here, the overall system is tested to demonstrate that it meets the 

requirements.  The test phase provides a method to evaluate how well a project meets 

requirements. Test procedures are provided as part of the project specification 

allowing for students to know how their design will be tested. 

Matching simulation with reality is emphasized with the students.  They are required 

to compare prototype measurements and simulation.  For various reasons, sometimes 

it is extremely difficult to match both results, in which case students are required to 

identify the source of the mismatch, and document possible solutions in detail (critical 

thought). 

4. Final Documentation:  A project specification document is required to be updated 

during, and finalized at the completion of each engineering process.  The project 

specification document acts as a tool to keep all of the information about the project 

organized and complete.  The initial specification provided includes minimum 

requirements for the project and the testing procedure that will be used to evaluate the 

project success (communication).   

Students are also required to present their final project to their peers at the end of the 

term (communication).  Questions are asked by the audience, and students are 

expected to provide accurate answers.  The laboratory teaching assistants will provide 

feedback on students’ clarity of concept and presentation skill.  Points on how to 

improve their communication and presentation skills are provided in the lab manual. 

5. Project Improvement & Innovation:  The laboratory project also requires 

students to revise their design once it passes basic testing (innovation and critical 

thinking).  After verifying the functionality of the prototype, students are instructed to 

improve their project.  The lab manual provides several possible improvement ideas, 

such as design of an enclosure, Figure 2, or printed circuit board, Figure 3, and/or 

adding wireless transmission capability to the project.  Innovative ideas are strongly 

encouraged.       
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Figure 2:  A completed Project with a Student Designed Case 

 

Figure 3:  A Student Designed Printed Circuit Board 
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III. ASSESSMENT 

A. Data Collection 

To gather student expectations/feedback on the laboratory project, voluntary 

surveys were given to students at the beginning (expectations) and the end (feedback) 

of the term.  The survey consists three sections:  student background information, their 

thoughts on each section of the laboratory project, and questions relating to self-

efficacy.  Each survey question has five possible responses.  Students had the option 

of choosing a 5 digit number to tag each survey.  The “tag” allows analysis on tracking 

changes in the students’ expectation/feedback from the same students. 

B. Results 

The analysis of the surveys uses both independent and dependent T-Tests to 

find statistical differences in the two surveys that were given at the beginning and the 

end of the term.  The T-Test is a common analysis technique that compares the mean, 

standard deviation, and sample size of surveys [5].  The T-Test removes guesswork 

from the analysis and provides a quantitative score to determine statistical certainty in 

the differences between survey results. Only T-Test results of 95% and higher are 

considered statistically significant, indicating that the changes made between the 

beginning and the end of the term are valid [6]. 

1. Dependent T-Test: Results from the tagged population are analyzed with 

the dependent T-Test. This T-Test compares changes in survey results throughout the 

term for students that were voluntarily tagged both in the beginning and the end of the 

term.  The dependent T-Test result shows a significant increase on students’ 

agreement that “Lab 4 – Project Improvement” will help in their future careers.   

2. Independent T-Test: The independent T-Test was used to analyze all 

surveys, regardless of “tag”, from 25 expectations and 21 feedbacks.  The independent 

T-Test result also shows a significant increase on students’ agreement that the Project 

Improvement section will help in their future careers. 
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3. Survey Response Correlation: A correlation test was also performed with 

the survey results.  A correlation is a single number that describes the degree of 

relationship between two variables 7].  The level of correlation is presented by a 

number that is always between -1.0 and +1.0, where negative presents negative 

correlation and vice versa.  Generally, 0.7 or above is considered strongly correlated.   

Due to the small number of participants in the survey, no correlation was able 

to be determined.  However, there appears to be a possible positive correlation 

between student interest and their expectations about whether a topic will help them in 

the future.  When students think a section will help them in the future they are more 

likely to be interested in that laboratory section. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The new Electronics II laboratory project is designed to fix problems with the 

previous version of the course and better align with the philosophy of the OSU 

Platform for Learning.  The key learning outcomes of design, application to lecture 

topics, system thinking, innovation, troubleshooting, and communication are built into 

the course. This scaffolding prepares students for higher level engineering courses, as 

well as their entry into the job market.  The T-tests show that students believe the 

Project Improvement section will help their future.  A positive trend was observed 

between student interest and expectation on if a topic will help them in the future.   

V. FUTURE WORK 

Future work includes updating the laboratory manual, training effective 

teaching assistants, as well as adjusting the laboratory schedule to match the lecture 

schedule due to possible change of instructors in the future.  Later offerings of the 

course will be surveyed with the same survey questions to increase the sample size 

and validate statistical findings.  Based on student feedback to lab evaluator, similar 

and/or more provable results with a larger sample size are expected. 
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CHAPTER 3 –LEADERSHIP TRAINING FOR NEW EECS 

GRAUDATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS 

Ding Luo, Matthew W. Shuman, and Donald Heer 

School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

Oregon State University 

Corvallis, OR 97330 

Abstract - The School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at Oregon 

State University has newly designed a graduate leadership course for all new 

graduate teaching assistants (GTAs). The subject of leadership is approached by 

looking at the specific application of teaching as a form of leadership. This interactive 

training course is collaboratively designed and taught by a graduate student who has 

sufficient leadership experience working as a teaching assistant for undergraduate 

courses. Having a graduate student with experience in leadership, as a role model, to 

train incoming GTAs, creates natural learning communities within the classroom. 

During the duration of the course, GTAs are constantly interacting with the graduate 

instructor and their peers both inside and outside of the classroom. GTAs are also 

encouraged to practice their learning within their study group, research group, and 

working environment.  Self-efficacy surveys are given to students in the new GTA 

Leadership course, and the results are used on evaluating the successfulness of this 

course. Lessons learned and future work are also discussed. 

 

Index Terms - Self-efficacy, leadership, graduate teaching assistants, GTA 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Graduate student teaching assistants (GTAs) have been a valuable resource for 

Oregon State University in various areas, including teaching laboratories and leading 

undergraduate course recitations. In addition, many graduate students assist faculty 

members on research topics, and assist with undergraduate lecturing.  Efforts have 

been made to produce quality graduate student assistants through student selection and 

training. 

The GTA Leadership course was first implemented in Fall 2006, and remained 

unchanged until June 2009.  The course was created to help graduate students adapt to 

the leadership role they would be taking in classrooms and research.  This course was 

conducted via lectures, with minor discussions in the class, and has a total of 10 

lectures.  The course is graded primarily on attendance with several required ‘self-

reflection’ assignments. 

Feedback from the course prior to 2009 suggested that not enough effort has 

been made to connect the course material to the graduate students’ needs.  

Specifically, the previous version of GTA training course (GTA Leadership) was 

ineffective due to its lack of clear objectives, motivation, and engagement.   

To address these concerns, this paper describes a redesigned GTA Leadership 

course that meets the needs of the graduate students in the program more effectively.  

The course contains lectures, discussions, and anecdotes focused around leadership as 

it applies to a graduate student.  The participants, in this case the GTAs, receive 

various tools on leadership, while considering a variety of personalities.  During the 

lecture, they discuss or address leadership topics such as roles, responsibilities, 

conflict styles, handling disputes, and self-improvement.  This course is taught to all 

new and/or inexperienced GTAs, and may also be taught to undergraduate teaching 

assistants. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. Participants 

The target participants for the GTA Leadership course are first year Electrical 

and Computer Engineering (ECE) and Computer Science (CS) graduate students at 

OSU.  OSU has an estimated 50-60 incoming graduate students annually in the 

department of EECS, with 80% of these being international students.  Most (if not all) 

of the new graduate students are offered a 9 month teaching assistantship from the 

department in order to receive funding.  Each GTA has at least one lab/recitation each 

week.  Each lab/recitation at OSU contains 20-40 students depending on class size. 

This can be intimidating for a new graduate student, so they may perceive that their 

self-efficacy is not sufficient. 

B. Self-efficacy 

Perceived self-efficacy is defined as “people’s beliefs about their capabilities 

to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that 

affect their lives [8].”  The sources of self-efficacy are experience, vicarious 

experience, social persuasions, and physiological factors.  Essentially, for graduate 

students who have not been GTAs, have not seen a good GTA, and have not been told 

they can be a good GTA, will never be effective GTAs.  Self-efficacy surveys are used 

to evaluate the improvement of GTA abilities throughout this course.   

III. NEW COURSE 

The new structure designed in Summer 2009 presents leadership through its 

application to teaching in a motivated learning environment.  This gives the teaching 

assistants incentive to learn about leadership. The course learning objectives focus 

around specific leadership skills applied to teaching. 
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A. Learning Objectives 

1. Enhance students’ ability to influence their professional environment in 

a positive manner:  It is essential for GTAs to master the skill of setting the 

culture/environment of their lab/recitation at the beginning of the term, as well as 

maintaining it.  The effectiveness of a role model is emphasized in lecture.  GTAs are 

also expected to be able to recognize cultural differences.     

2. Enhance students’ ability to identify types of disputes and approach a 

solution with a professional manner: Sources and different styles of conflict are 

presented to GTAs.  Real-life conflict scenarios are available for class discussion, so 

that GTAs have hands-on experience on handling disputes. 

3. Educate students to self-evaluate and improve: Self-improvement skills 

are presented to GTAs.  The skill of reviewing before and after teaching/leading is 

emphasized in lecture.     

4. Guide students to become a self-directed learner who is able to develop 

professional networks and collaborate with colleagues to enhance excellence in 

job performance: Multi-solution real life scenarios are presented to GTAs for 

discussion both in class and online.  GTAs are expected to utilize their learning 

throughout the term to respond to these scenarios.     

5. Enable students to gain self-confidence in public speaking: Students are 

divided into groups of 3-4 during class discussion, and later share their thoughts to the 

entire class.     

B. Motivating Learning Environment 

The course is designed to form a cooperative learning environment for both 

inside and outside of the classroom.  Inside of the classroom, participants acquire the 

knowledge from discussion within the classroom.  The instructor of the course 

functions as a guide, and provides essential leadership concepts and discussion topics, 

to demonstrate one type of leadership style.  Outside of the classroom, participants are 
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required to respond to the provided discussion questions, which are multi-solution 

questions, and emulate a real life situation within a lab/recitation.  The course timeline 

is set up to provide hints and guides on leading the GTAs designated lab/recitation.  

GTAs have the chance to practice their learning while they are leading and are 

encouraged to bring their leadership experience into the lecture as a discussion topic.   

True leadership stories/scenarios are gathered from experienced teaching 

assistants and instructors on campus.  Each scenario has multiple ways of approaching 

to a solution depending on various factors such as the root of cause, personality, 

communication style, etc.  Each style of solution will be presented in class by applying 

participants’ learning from lecture.  These stories/scenarios are made available to 

students both inside and outside of the class to boost participant engagement, and 

further provide a cooperative learning environment.     

C. Course Structure 

1. What is Leadership:  Course overview is given in this lecture.  GTAs 

introduction and icebreaker are also conducted in the purpose of emulating “first day 

of lab/recitation”.  GTAs will have a hands-on experience on how to conduct their first 

day of teaching/leading in their designated lab/recitation.  This lecture also includes a 

class-wide discussion comparing teaching and leading.  

2. Influencing the Culture as a Leader: The focus on lecture 2 is how a 

leader effects the mood of the working environment.  It is essential for GTAs to 

master the skill of setting the culture of their lab/recitation at the beginning of the 

term.  Leadership styles and solution to suppress/overcome negative mood are also 

covered in this lecture.   

3. Balancing Responsibilities:  The sense of responsibility is emphasized in 

this lecture.  The lecture includes student vs. GTA responsibilities, and responsibilities 

between GTAs.  Scenarios on taking responsibility in the setting of student vs. GTA 

and GTA vs. GTA are presented in the lecture for discussion.   
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4. The Power of Reflection and Authentic Listening: Self-improvement 

skills are presented to GTAs.  The skill of reviewing before and after teaching/leading 

is emphasized in this lecture. 

5. Handling Disputes:  Near the middle of the term, conflicts are likely to 

arise.  Source and styles of conflict are presented to GTAs.  Real life conflict scenarios 

are available for class discussion, so that GTAs have a hands-on experience on 

handling disputes.   

6. Gender, Race & Ethnicity:  This lecture mainly focuses on diversity of a 

class or a team.  GTAs are expected to be able to realize culture differences and treat 

everyone equally.  Guest speaker from different cultural background will be 

presenting to the GTAs. 

7. Learning Through Leading:  This lecture functions as a small recap of the 

learning throughout the term in order to prepare for GTAs’ observation report 

assignment.   

8. Leadership Scenarios:  As a review for the entire course, multi-solution 

real life scenarios are presented to GTAs for class discussion.  GTAs are expected to 

utilize their learning throughout the term to respond to these scenarios.  GTAs are 

observing a lab/recitation conducted by their peer(s) this week, and finalize the 

observation report.   

9. Observation Report:  To concluded the learning from the course, GTAs 

will present their findings in the observation report. 

D. Assignments 

1. Online Discussion:  A weekly discussion topic related to the course 

material is available on the Discussion Board of Blackboard (a web-based educational 

forum).  Students are required to demonstrate respect, collegiality, and self-reflection 

in their weekly postings. 
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2. Observation Report: Near the end of the course, students are required to 

observe a short session led by their peers.  The observation report shall contain 

comments relating to course material, and suggestions to the peer being observed.   

IV. THEORETICAL COURSE EVALUATION 

Self-efficacy voluntary surveys are given to participants in the GTA 

Leadership course at both  the beginning and the end of the term.  Survey questions 

are rated between A and E, where A indicates the least agreement and E indicates the 

strongest agreement to the question asked.  The survey results are used to evaluate the 

improvement of GTA leadership ability throughout this course.  As mentioned before, 

self-efficacy indicates key aspects of an effective leader.  This survey was also given 

to participants in the previous version of GTA Leadership, allowing possible 

comparison between the previous and current version.  More positive increment in 

self-efficacy is expected from survey results in the new version.   
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CHAPTER 4 – FUTURE WORK 

 

The ECE 323 laboratory project was redesigned during the summer of 2009, 

and was integrated into the PFL at OSU in fall 2009.  Most of this project’s 

participants in fall 2009 are students who were returning from an internship program.  

Therefore connection between this new laboratory project and its prerequisite course 

might not be as clear as to someone who just took the prerequisite course.  The 

number of students is significantly less compared to spring 2010, and therefore the 

“noise” inside the survey data could be large.  The same survey questions will be 

given to future students to accurately interpret the effectiveness of this new laboratory 

project.  It is also essential to continue evaluating, and update the laboratory manual 

for there are possible typos and unclear explanations that cause confusion.   

 Similarly to the Electronics II survey results, the Graduate Leadership Training 

course is offered once per year and therefore yields small survey results.  Student 

feedback provided ideas to this course, such as more examples relating to various 

laboratory/recitation, so that students can receive information regarding a specific 

laboratory/recitation he or she is assigned to.  Guest speaker from experienced leader 

and/or teaching assistants were also suggested from student feedback.  The future 

instructor could add more real life scenarios to engage and relate to the students in the 

Graduate Leadership Training course.  
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CHAPTER 5 – OVERALL CONCLUSION 

This thesis presented the work accomplished to teach leadership and design 

skills to ECE junior and graduate level students at OSU.  These soft skills are vital to 

today’s engineer graduates for their further schooling or employment. 

The electronics II laboratory project is redesigned into an open-ended multi-

solution style.  Integrating soft skills such as design, testing, documentation, and 

project improvement and innovation, this laboratory project is expected to be an 

effective addition to the OSU Platform for Learning program.  Survey results have 

shown that students believe the Project Improvement section will help their future 

career.  Student interest and their expectation on whether a topic will help them in the 

future appear to have a possible positive correlation with each other.  With more 

survey data samples, more positive outcomes/results of this laboratory project is 

expected. 

With the focus “leadership is the foundation for teaching”, the newly designed 

Graduate Leadership Training course gives incoming graduate the tools for becoming 

effective leaders.  These knowledge/tools allow students either to lead or to be led in 

the future.  The course offers its students an interactive, open ended, and relaxed 

learning environment.  The course received positive student feedback after its first 

offering.  Self-efficacy is proposed as the tool to evaluate the effectiveness of this 

course.   
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APPENDIX A – ECE 323 LABORATORY MANUAL 

 
 

 This appendix contains the entire manual for the Electronics II laboratory 

project.  The lab manual is designed to match the style of other Platform for Learning 

laboratory manuals.  It is printed in landscape format.  The extra spacing on one side 

of manual gives binding option to the user.   

 The manual chapters are as follows: 

1. LTspice 

2. Design the Prototype 

3. Prototype & Construction 

4. Project Improvement 

The manual also contains an appendix: 

A. LTspice 

B. Total Harmonic Distortion 

C. Presentation Pointers 

D. Suppliers 
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APPENDIX B – SURVEY AND RESULTS FOR NEW ECE 323, 
FALL 2009 

 This section contains the survey questions and results for the new ECE 323 

Electronics II laboratory project in the Fall 2009 academic term.  The results are listed 

in raw data form.  The student tag numbers are blocked for confidential purposes.  
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Your last 5 digit of your student ID# _________________ 
 
Section 1 – Circle the best response for each of the following items. 
 

1. Gender 
a. Female 
b. Male 

2. Class standing 
a. Freshman 
b. Sophomore 
c. Junior 
d. Senior 
e. Graduate 

3. When did you take the ECE322 course? 
a. Winter 2007 
b. Winter 2008 
c. Winter 2009 
d. Winter 2010 

4. What grade did you receive in the ECE322 course? 
a. A 
b. B 
c. C 
d. D 
e. Other 

5. Have you taken ECE323 before? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

6. Are you currently enrolled in ECE44X (Senior Design)? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

7. What track are you most interested in? 
a. Computer and Network 
b. Energy Systems 
c. Integrated Circuits 
d. Systems, Signals, and Communications 
e. Materials and Devices 
f. Self-Designed Track 
g. Robotics and Controls 
h. Other 

8. I entered OSU as a freshman. 
a. Yes 
b. No 
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Section 2 – There are/were 4 different labs in this course.  Please circle the one best 
response to each of the statements as they relate to the lab.   
 
Lab 1 – LTspice (Simulation tool) 
 
A. I think the difficulty of this lab was/will be: 

 
Too Difficult Difficult Medium Easy  Too Easy 
 

B. My interest in this lab was/will be: 
 
Very High  High  Medium Low  Very Low 
 

C. This lab was/will be helpful for my future career: 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
Lab 2 – Design the Prototype (Schematic creation & simulation) 
 
D. I think the difficulty of this lab was/will be: 

 
Too Difficult Difficult Medium Easy  Too Easy 
 

E. My interest in this lab was/will be: 
 
Very High  High  Medium Low  Very Low 
 

F. This lab was/will be helpful for my future career: 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
Lab 3 – Prototype & Construction (Construction and prototype testing) 
 
G. I think the difficulty of this lab was/will be: 

 
Too Difficult Difficult Medium Easy  Too Easy 
 

H. My interest in this lab was/will be: 
 
Very High  High  Medium Low  Very Low 
 

I. This lab was/will be helpful for my future career: 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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Lab 4 – Product Improvement (Improving prototype & project finalization) 
 
J. I think the difficulty of this lab was/will be: 

 
Too Difficult Difficult Medium Easy  Too Easy 
 

K. My interest in this lab was/will be: 
 
Very High  High  Medium Low  Very Low 
 

L. This lab was/will be helpful for my future career: 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
Over All 
A. I think/expect the lab is/will be matching with the lecture material and schedule. 

 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 

B. I think/expect the lab is/will be helpful with ECE44X (Senior Design). 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continue on the next page 
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Section 3 – Please answer the following questions by evaluation your CURRENT 
status. 
 
A. I can understand the topics in my engineering classes so that I am prepared for the 

next courses. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
B. I am able to build relationships with role models in the engineering field who will 

help me succeed in my degree. 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
C. I can earn the grades and GPA I need to stay in engineering. 

 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
D. I can motivate myself to overcome the obstacles to completing my engineering 

degree. 
 
Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

 
E. I can do hands-on tasks such as making measurements, soldering, and using 

equipment to succeed in engineering lab courses. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
F. I can bounce back even if I get a bad grade on a homework or exam. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
G. I am able to solve problems that I don’t initially know the answer to. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 

H. I am able to interact with other students in my classes and form study groups with 
them. 

 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
I. I can manage my time and tasks so that I get my class work done. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 

J. I am able to find a place that’s good for me to study. 
 

Strongly Agree Agree  Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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Pre-term Survey Results 
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Post-term Survey Results 
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APPENDIX C – SURVEY AND RESULTS FOR NEW ECE 323, 

SPRING 2010 

 This section contains the pre-term results for the new ECE 323 Electronics II 

laboratory project in the Spring 2010 academic term.  The results are listed in raw data 

form.  The student tag numbers are blocked for confidential purposes.  Survey 

questions used in Fall 2009 was reused in Spring 2010. 
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Pre-term Survey Results 
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Post-term Survey Results Continued 
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APPENDIX D – ECE/CS 507 GTA LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

COURSE MATERIAL 

This section contains all information of the newly designed GTA Leadership Training 

Course.  This course is offered every Fall term at Oregon State University as ECE 507 

and CS 507.  This 1 credit hour course is required for all incoming EECS graduate 

students who is assigned or have the desire to work as a graduate teaching assistant.  

This appendix contains the follow: 

• Sample course syllabus 

• Course assignments 

• Instructor notes 

• Student notes 
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Syllabus 

ECE/CS507:  EECS GTA Leadership 
Wednesday 4:00pm – 4:50pm 

 
Instructor:     Ding Luo (luod@onid.orst.edu) 
Office Hours:  By appointment 
Course Website: http://classes.engr.oregonstate.edu/eecs/fall2009/ece507/ 
 
Schedule: 
 

Week Date Topic 
1 September 30th  What is Leadership 
2 October 7th  Influencing the Culture as a Leader 
3 October 14th  Balancing Responsibilities 
4 October 21st The Power of Reflection and Authentic Listening 
5 October 28th Handling Disputes 
6 November 4th Gender, Race & Ethnicity 
7 November 11th Learning Through Leading 
8 November 18th Leadership Scenarios 
9 November 25th  Thanksgiving:  No Class 
10 December 2nd Observation Report 

 
Grading: 

• This course is PASS / FAIL with 70% as passing. 
• Assignments: 

 
Blackboard Discussion  – 30 points 
Final Observation Report  – 20 points 
Total     – 50 points 
 

• Attendance 
During required meeting times for the ECE507 course, attendance will be 

taken. Every missed session will result in reduction of your final grade in the 
course by about 10%. If you miss 4 sessions it will be impossible to pass the 
course.  Please see equation below. 

 
 

• No late assignment accepted.   
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Assignment 1 

Blackboard Discussion 
(Assignment idea borrowed from Dr. Robert Hess) 
 
Total Points Possible:  30 
Due:  Every Monday at 23:59 (11:59 p.m.) 
 
3 points 2 points 1 point 0 point 
1) Demonstrated 
proof of thorough 
comprehension of 
the lecture material 
 
2) Met or 
exceeded the 
required number of 
responses for each 
topic, including 
nominating 
someone for 
“poster of the 
week.” 
 
3) Demonstrated 
respect, 
collegiality, and 
self-reflection 

Meets two (2) out 
of the three (3) 
required criteria 
under the “3 
points” column. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fulfilled one (1) 
out of the three (3) 
required criteria 
under the “3 
points” column.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Did not participate 
by Saturday 23:59 
(11:59 p.m.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To promote class participation and genuine postings, every week I would like you 
to nominate someone other than yourself as “poster of the week” explaining 
something that considerably contributed to your learning.  Send your nomination to 
me by Sunday night, and I will post the winner on Monday of each week.  The 
“poster of the week” will receive one (1) bonus point. 
If you have an unexcused absent, you will receive no more than 1 point for that 
week.   
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Assignment 2 

Observation Report 
Total points possible:  20 points 
Due:  Nov 29th, 2009 at the end of the day (11:59 pm) 
 
18 – 20 points 14 – 17 points 10 – 13 point 0 point 
1) Observed at 
least one 
lab/recitation 
session. 
 
2) At least 0.75 
page double 
spaced. 
 
3) Given 
improvement 
suggestions for the 
TA observed  
 
4) Use of materials 
from lecture is 
effective and 
appropriate. 
 

Meets three (3) out 
of the four (4) 
required criteria 
under the “18 – 20 
points” column. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Fulfilled two (2) or 
one (1) out of the 
four (4) required 
criteria under the 
“18 – 20 points” 
column.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Did not turn in a 
report by the 
deadline. 
 
=OR= 
 
Did not observe 
any lab/recitation 
session 
 
=OR= 
 
Fulfilled zero (0) 
out of the four (4) 
required criteria 
under the “18 – 20 
points” column.  

Completing the assignment is worth 10 points. Distribution of points is shown 
above with requirements.  2 bonus points will be given if a self evaluation is 
completed and attached to your assignment.  In the self evaluation guide please 
highlight standards you obtained.  
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Blackboard Discussion Topics 

 
Week 1:  Expectations 
What are your expectations for this course? In other words, what are something that 
you would like to see/learn in this course? Why are you interested in some of the 
topics you listed?  
 
Week 2:  Does work environment matter? 
Compare the culture (or atmosphere) within classroom, research group, and job 
environment. What are the similarities and differences? What kind of influence do 
leaders have in moving the atmosphere of different environment in a positive 
direction?  
 
Week 3:  Who’s responsible? 
1. You are leading a team of engineers to design a new type of computer processor. 
Your team is not performing as well as you expect them to be. Who should take 
responsibility? What would you do as the leader? 
2. Then assuming you are the leader of a soccer team. Your team is not performing 
well, who should take the responsibility?  
 
Week 4:  The Power of Reflection and Authentic Listening 
In what ways do you reflect (notes, diary, talk to others, etc.)? How does reflection 
improve leading skills? 
 
Week 5:  "I felt threatened" 
You are the instructor (yes, instructor) of a 9:00am class. Homework are due at the 
beginning of class, and you made it very clear to the students that you will NOT 
accept ANY homework after 9:15am. During your office hour (a private office all by 
yourself), a student came in with a late homework and demanded you to accept it. You 
told the student the homework is no longer acceptable. The student became angry and 
threatening (literally). What do you do?  
 
Week 6:  Gender, Race & Ethnicity 
You are one of the three TAs in a lab with 20 students. 3 students in your lab begin to 
make inappropriate comments about a certain group of people. The head TA told the 
students to stop. They later begin to make inappropriate comments and jokes about 
one of the TAs in the lab, who happens to be a girl.  
 
1. As a TA of the lab, what do you do? 
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2. Would you handle the situation differently if their inappropriate comments are 
pointing at a certain ethnic/race of people?  
 
Week 7:  Learning Through Leading 
70% of the students claim the instructor did not give a thorough review for the final 
exam. Many students ask you (and ONLY you) to hold a review session. It’s dead 
week, and you have your own final exam to study for.  
 
1. The course has 1 TA who grades homework and exams, and 5 LAB TAs. You are 
one of the LAB TAs. What do you do? 
 
2. How are you going to handle the situation if you are the only TA who grades 
homework and exams? 
 
Week 8:  Define a Perfect Leader 
Relate to the course material we have covered/discussed this term. Please LIST, in 
your opinion, what makes a "perfect leader" (skills, attributes, anything you can think 
of). 
 
Week 9:  No Class 
 
Week 10:  Observation Report 
What are some topics that you would like to see in ECE/CS507 but was not covered 
throughout this term? Please provide explanations on why you want to see some of the 
topics you listed. 
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Instructor Notes Week 1 – 10 

 
Week 1:  What is Leadership     Total:  45 min 

• Intro          
o People         

� Instructor Introduction    (2 min) 
-“Welcome to ECE507, etc. …” 

� Participants Introduction & Icebreaker  (15 min) 
-“Everyone introduces themselves, such as name, where you’re 
from, favorite food, etc. …” 

o Course Overview      (3 min) 
-“Leading is the foundation of teaching.  Most of you are TAing 
at least one lab this term.  I understand that not everyone wants 
to work as a teacher or instructor.  This course is focused 
mainly on leadership, with an emphasis on teaching or TAing.  
Kind of like having an electrical engineering major but with a 
focus on analog systems…” 

• Main 
o Discussion 

� Definition of Teacher Leadership   (5 min) 
-“What are your definitions of the term ‘teacher leadership’?” 

� Leader VS Teacher     (10 min) 
-“In your opinion, what are the differences between a teacher 
and a leader? 
-“In your opinion, what are the similarities between a teacher 
and a leader?” 

o Interview Results 
� Leader VS Teacher     (5 min) 

-“Notice how the first question took longer or had less 
response.  I have interviewed 5 outstanding instructors here at 
OSU, and they had the same response.  ‘What are some 
differences between a leader and a teacher’ appeared to be the 
hardest question for the interviewees, regardless the number of 
years they have been teaching.  All interviewees took a long 
silent for this question.  Teacher and leader are so similar, and 
there is no clear line between the two.  One instructor, who has 
taught at OSU for 12 continuous years, answered ‘[I] can’t find 
a difference.’” 

• Looking Forward       (5 min) 
o Week 1 TA’ing 

� Introduction 
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� Icebreaker 
� Handout kits 
� Materials Due Next Week (if any) 

o Week 2 TA’ing 
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Week 2:  Influencing the Culture as a Leader   Total : 45 min 
• Review From Last Week      ( 5 min) 

o Leader VS Teacher 
o Observations From Lab 
o Comments/questions About Last Week’s Material 

• Intro 
o Example of Showing Different Instructor Moods 

� Mood #1:  Angry Instructor    (5 min) 
-“That was an exaggerate example.  What was your first 
reaction when you saw the instructor walks in?” 

� Mood #2:  Nervous Instructor   (5 min) 
-“What was your first reaction when you saw this instructor 
walks in?” 

� Mood #3:  Enthusiastic     (5 min) 
-“What was your first reaction when this instructor walked in?” 

• Main 
-“Culture is intentional.  Effective teachers monitor and 
influence the culture of their classrooms, so positive interaction 
and healthy relationships are constantly occurring. [p19]”   

o Leading Styles 
� Informal VS Formal     (5 min) 

-“Formal roles are established over time, whereas informal 
leadership is all about relational power.  Informal leadership 
happens naturally, but it doesn’t happen predictably. [p 33]  
Let’s take some time to describe the pros and cons of the two”   

� Seven Principles     (5 min) 
- “SevenPrinciples.pdf” 

� Solution to Suppress/overcome Negative Mood (10 min) 
-“When conducting informal leadership, it is important to make 
it clear you are still the leader.  I have had one instance when I 
was having too much informal leadership my students began to 
become disrespectful.”  The best way to avoid this is to keep 
some level of authority while conducting informal leadership.” 
- “What are some solutions if the students are becoming 
disrespectful to you, or to other peers?” 
-“The mood of the classroom affects the learning attitude.  
What are some solutions if you walk into a classroom with a 
negative culture?” 

• Looking Forward       (5 min) 
o Week 3 TA’ing 

� Collect Assignments  
� Pre-lab (if any) 
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� Grading Reports 
� Posting Grades 
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Week 3:  Balancing Responsibilities    Total:  47 min 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 

o Culture Influencing and Teaching Styles 
o Comments/questions About Last Week’s Material 

• Intro         (2 min) 
-“It is important to clarify responsibilities with the people you 

are leading, in our case, our students.” 
 

• Main 
o TA Responsibilities               (10 min) 

-“Let’s list as many big picture responsibilities as we can.” 
� Clarify Instructions 
� Positive Encouragement 
� Grading Confidentiality 

o Student Responsibilities              (10 min) 
-“What are some responsibilities the students must take?” 

� Participate 
� Follow Instructions 
� Perform 

-“Quote from an instructor:  It is not our problem if the 
students aren’t doing what they’re supposed to do.”  What do 
you think about this quote? 

o Scenarios       (15 min) 
-“You graded all student exams.  For ABET purposes, you’ve 
made copies of randomly selected exams.  The exams are then 
handed back to the students.  A day later, one student returned 
the test to you, claiming you graded his exam wrong.  
Coincidentally this exam was one of the randomly selected 
ones.  Comparing to the copy, the answers on the exam were 
altered.  What do you do?” 
-“Lab report #1 is due today.  60% of the students in your lab 
did not finish the report.  You did not mention the due date last 
week, but the due date was clearly written in the lab manual.  
Students claim that you did not mention this due date during 
last week’s lab, and demand an extension period.  What do you 
do?” 
-“The grading rubric for a temperature controlled fan said that 
“the project is a pass if the fan slows down at low 
temperature.”  You misunderstood the rubric and thought the 
fan must stop for the project to pass.  You graded your 24 
students the same way, and gave F’s to the ones with a fan that 
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only slows down but doesn’t stop.  You realized your mistake 2 
weeks later.  What do you do?” 

• Looking Forward       (5 min) 
o Week 4 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to Midterms 
� Midterm Exam Proctoring, Grading, etc. 
� Handing Back Graded Material 
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Week 4:  The Power of Reflection and Authentic Listening Total:  43 min 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 

o Balancing Responsibilities 
• Intro         (3 min) 

-“Instructions are delivered by following the structure of 
preparation � experiment � reflection.  Although you may 
begin the delivery of instruction by any of the three components, 
the real learning process always occurs in the reflection part.” 
-“Authentic listening involves actually putting yourself in the 
other person’s shoes—to experience work and life as they are 
experiencing it to the greatest degree possible.” 

 
• Main 

o Reflect Before Teaching     (5 min) 
-“Doing the particular lab before I lead labs helps me 
remember potential problems people may run into with the 
lab.” 
-“In reality, reflection is another method to better ‘serve’ the 
students.” 

o Reflect After Teaching              (10 min) 
-“From the interview response of the 5 outstanding instructors, 
they’ve replied not only having a positive attitude helps develop 
a better learning environment, reflection is a big portion on self 
improvement.” 
-“At the beginning of every lecture, we have the “review from 
last week” section.  Although the best time to reflect is right 
after lecture, reflect on last week’s material at the beginning of 
lecture may boost the “stickiness” of the information given a 
week ago.” 
-“What are types of reflection a TA should do?”  

o Listen Authentically               (10 min) 
-“Blaming others is a hindrance to authentic listening.  When a 
leader’s ego gets in the way, it is not possible for them to find 
out what is really going on.  Their ego will filter them from 
understanding the facts, and they will constantly be missing the 
cues that they are in trouble.  Authentic listening begins by 
removing all filters to the data, and that can only be done 
through careful observation and soliciting the input of a variety 
of individuals.  Authentic listening is more like sonar than a 
sounding board.  It is listening with the intent to create 
movement.  Sonar sends out a signal and waits for a response, 
so the system can act upon the response.  Authentic listening—
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like effective use of sonar—causes movement.  It is a generator 
of change, which is exactly what teacher leaders do.” 

o Telephone       (5 min) 
• Looking Forward       (5 min) 

o Week 5 TA’ing 
� Student Stress Due to Midterms 
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Week 5:  Handling Disputes      Total:  45 min 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 

o Reflection 
o Authentic Listening 

• Intro          (2 min) 
-“Conflict is defined as ‘a situation in which two or more 

human beings desire goals which they perceive as being attainable by 
one or the other, but not by both.  Conflict management is the process 
of influencing the activities and attitudes of an individual or group in 
the midst of disagreements.” 

• Main 
o Source of Conflict      (5 min) 

-“What are the sources of conflict?” 
-“Attitude – differences of opinion about facts, goals, ends or 
means” 
-“Substance – differences of opinion about facts, goals ends or 
means” 
-“Emotional – when personal value is attached either to 
attitudinal or substantive conflict” 
-“Communicative – the byproduct of a breakdown in healthy, 
open conversation about the sources of conflict” 

o Root of Conflict      (5 min) 
-“What is the root cause of conflict?” 
-“Stress” 

o Conflict Style       (5 min) 
-“Avoiding (turtle) – to stay out of the conflict, to avoid being 
identified with either side.” 
-“Accommodating (bear) – to preserve the relationship at all 
costs.” 
-“Collaborating (owl) – to get all the parties fully involved in 
defining the conflict and carrying out mutually agreeable steps 
for managing the conflict.” 
-“Compromising (fox) – to provide each side with a little bit of 
winning in order to persuade each to accept a little bit of 
losing. 
-“Competing (shark) – to win.  Usually for people who are 
more interested in winning the argument than preserving 
relationships.” 

o Engaging Conflict as a Facilitator    (5 min) 
-“Prepare – get the facts.” 
-“Affirm relationships – affirm the value of each person and the 
value of the relationship.” 
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-“Understand interests – clarify the goal of each person 
involved.” 
-“Search for creative solutions – help brainstorm to find a 
mutually agreeable solution.” 
-“Evaluate options objectively and reasonably.” 

o Conflict Scenarios       (10 min) 
-“There are a total of 5 TAs for the course you are assigned to.  
You are the head TA for the course.  During the TA training 
session, the course instructor specified you, as the head TA, 
designs a grading rubric, and other TAs must follow the 
designed grading rubric for consistency.  One week later, you 
notice NONE of the other TAs followed your grading rubric.  
What do you do?” 
-“The instructor is hospitalized.  You, as the head TA, have told 
the other TAs to follow your grading rubric.  It’s been 3 weeks 
and you notice nothing changed.  What do you do?” 

• Looking Forward       (5 min) 
o Week 6 TA’ing 

� Main Tasks 
� Close to the End of Projects 
� Late Tasks 
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Week 6:  Gender, Race & Ethnicity    Total:  35~45 min 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 

o Dealing with Conflicts 
• Intro 
• Main 

o Racial             (5~10 min) 
-“US culture on dealing with categorization of people.” 

� Class Discussion 
o Realizing Cultural Difference             (10 min) 

-“Family, religion, health and hygiene, food, dress and 
personal appearance, history and traditions, holidays and 
celebrations, pets and other animals, arts and music.” 
-“Most of all, remember the race, ethnicity, gender, or sexual 
orientation of your students is their own business.  If they 
choose to bring their backgrounds to bear on a discussion or a 
project in your class, make them feel comfortable doing so.  If 
they choose to draw no attention to their backgrounds you 
should not do so either.” 

o Guest Speakers        (15~20 min) 
� Student with Different Ethnicity Backgrounds 

• Looking Forward 
o Week 7 TA’ing 
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Week 7:  Learning Through Leading    Total:  50 min 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 
• Intro 

-“One question I asked when I interviewed faculty of OSU was 
‘what motivates you to become and be a leader/instructor?’  
One response was ‘what I like about teaching is how much I 
learn because I teach.’” 
-“Leadership is a constant state of learning.  The best leaders 
are learners, and they are constantly learning in order to build 
their leadership skills.” [p71] 

• Main 
o Intro        (5 min) 

-“Think about the best and worst teachers you ever had.  What 
did the good instructors do to become the best? 

o Learn From Leading     (5 min) 
-“What would happen if everyone in the department has some 
sort of leadership role?  Describe the good and the bad.” 

o A Method to Self-improve     (5 min) 
-“Think about a lecture that did not go well.  What did the 
instructor do?” 

o Guest Speaker(TBD)      (30 min) 
o Lab Observation Assigned 

 
• Looking Forward 

o Week 8 TA’ing 
� Student Stress Due to End of Term 
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Week 8:  Leadership Scenarios     Total:  Uncertain 
• Review From Last Week      (5 min) 

o Leading to Learn 
• Intro          (2 min) 

-“It’s almost the end of the term.  I have prepared some TA 
scenarios for us to have a class discussion.  Please also feel 
free to add your own scenarios.” 

• Main        
 (Uncertain) 

o Scenarios 
-“Some of your students felt you are having ‘favorites’ and have 
talked to the instructor.  You believe you treat all students 
equally.  What do you do?” 
-“You are grading lab reports and noticed two identical 
reports.  What do you do?” 
-“During your lab section, one student from another section 
came in seeking for help.  This student has many questions and 
is taking a major chunk of your time.  What do you do?” 
-“50% of your students claim you grade very differently 
compare to TAs from other sections.  What do you do?” 
-“There is a student in your class that doesn’t seem to 
understand what is going on, but you don’t know how to explain 
the concept any better.  What do you do?” 
-“70% of the students claim the instructor did not cover enough 
material for them to perform the lab.  The instructor seemed to 
be apathetic about the lab.  What do you do?” 
-“70% of the students claim the instructor did not lecture a 
thorough review for the final exam.  Many students ask you, the 
lab TA of the class, to hold a review session.  What do you do?” 
-“Some of your students aren’t finishing the task on time, but 
they seem to be working really hard. What do you do?” 
 

• Looking Forward 
o Week 9 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to “Everything’s Due” 
o Week 10 TA’ing 

� Student Stress on Final Exams 
� Final Exam Proctoring, Grading, etc. 
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Week 9:  Thanksgiving Week      Total:  0 
• No Class 
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Week 10:  Observation report     Total:  Uncertain 
• Review for the Entire Course     (5 min) 
• Observation From Peer’s Labs        (10~20 min) 
• Final Discussion       (5 min) 
• Looking Forward            (5~10 min) 

o Next term 
• Evaluation               (The end) 
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GTA Leadership Training Course: Student Notes Week 1 – 10 

Week 1:  What is Leadership      
• Intro          

o People         
� Instructor Introduction     

Welcome to ECE507  
� Participants Introduction & Icebreaker   

o Course Overview       
Leading is the foundation of teaching.  Kind of like having 
an electrical engineering major but with a focus on analog 
systems 

• Main 
o Discussion 

� Definition of Teacher Leadership    
What is your definition of the term “teacher leadership”? 
 
 
 
 

� Leader VS Teacher      
In your opinion, what are the differences between a teacher and 
a leader? 
 
 
 
 
In your opinion, what are the similarities between a teacher and 
a leader? 
 
 
 
 

o Interview Results 
� Leader VS Teacher 
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• Looking Forward        
o Week 1 TA’ing 

� Introduction 
� Icebreaker 
� Handout kits 
� Materials Due Next Week (if any) 

o Week 2 TA’ing 
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Week 2:  Influencing the Culture as a Leader  
• Review From Last Week       

 
• Intro 

o Example of Showing Different Instructor Moods 
� Mood #1:  Angry Instructor    

 
 

� Mood #2:  Nervous Instructor    
 
 

� Mood #3:  Enthusiastic      
 
 

• Main  Culture is intentional  
o Leading Styles 

� Informal VS Formal      
 
 
 
 

� Seven Principles     
See handout 
 
 

� Solution to Suppress/overcome Negative Mood  
What are some solutions if the students are becoming 
disrespectful to you, or to other peers? 
 
 
 
 
 
The mood of the classroom affects the learning attitude.  What 
are some solutions if you walk into a classroom with a negative 
culture? 
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• Looking Forward        
o Week 3 TA’ing 

� Collect Assignments  
� Pre-lab (if any) 
� Grading Reports 
� Posting Grades 
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Week 3:  Balancing Responsibilities 
• Review From Last Week       

 
• Intro          

 
• Main 

o TA Responsibilities       
� Clarify Instructions 

 
 

� Positive Encouragement 
 
 

� Grading Confidentiality 
 

 
o Student Responsibilities      

� Participate 
 
 

� Follow Instructions 
 
 

� Perform 
“It is not our problem if the students aren’t doing what they’re 
supposed to do.”   
 
 

o Scenarios        
You graded all student exams.  For ABET purposes, you’ve 
made copies of randomly selected exams.  The exams are then 
handed back to the students.  A day later, one student returned 
the test to you, claiming you graded his exam wrong.  
Coincidentally this exam was one of the randomly selected 
ones.  Comparing to the copy, the answers on the exam were 
altered.  What do you do?” 
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Lab report #1 is due today.  60% of the students in your lab did 
not finish the report.  You did not mention the due date last 
week, but the due date was clearly written in the lab manual.  
Students claim that you did not mention this due date during 
last week’s lab, and demand an extension period.  What do you 
do?” 
 

 
 
The grading rubric said the project is a pass if the fan slows 
down at low temperature.  You misunderstood the rubric and 
thought the fan must stop for the project to pass.  You graded 
your 24 students the same way, and gave F’s to the ones with a 
fan that only slows down but doesn’t stop.  You realized your 
mistake 2 weeks after.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
 

• Looking Forward        
o Week 4 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to Midterms 
� Midterm Exam Proctoring, Grading, etc. 
� Handing Back Graded Material 
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Week 4:  The Power of Reflection and Authentic Listening 
• Review From Last Week       
 
• Intro          

Preparation � Experiment � Reflection   
 

• Main 
o When to reflect?  

 
 
 
 
 

o Listen Authentically       
“Listen” VS “Hear” 

 
 

 
 

o Telephone 
 

• Looking Forward        
o Week 5 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to Midterms 
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Week 5:  Handling Disputes 
• Review From Last Week       
 
• Intro           

-“Conflict is defined as ‘a situation in which two or more 
human beings desire goals which they perceive as being attainable by 
one or the other, but not by both.” 

• Main 
o Source of Conflict       

Attitude 
 
Substance 
 
Emotional 
 
Communicative  
 

o Root of Conflict       
 
 

 
o Conflict Style        

-“Avoiding (turtle) – to stay out of the conflict, to avoid being 
identified with either side.” 
-“Accommodating (teddy bear) – to preserve the relationship at 
all costs.” 
-“Collaborating (owl) – to get all the parties fully involved in 
defining the conflict and carrying out mutually agreeable steps 
for managing the conflict.” 
-“Compromising (fox) – to provide each side with a little bit of 
winning in order to persuade each to accept a little bit of 
losing. 
-“Competing (shark) – to win.  Usually for people who are 
more interested in winning the argument than preserving 
relationships.” 

o Engaging Conflict as a Facilitator     
Prepare 
  
Affirm relationships 
 
Understand interests 
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Search for creative solutions 
 
Evaluate options objectively and reasonably 

 
 
 

o Conflict Scenarios        
There are a total of 5 TAs for the course you are assigned to.  
You are the head TA for the course.  During the TA training 
session, the course instructor specified you, as the head TA, 
designs a grading rubric, and other TAs must follow the 
designed grading rubric.  One week later, you notice NONE of 
the other TAs followed your grading rubric.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
The instructor is hospitalized.  You, as the head TA, have told 
the other TAs to follow your grading rubric.  It’s been 3 weeks 
and you notice nothing changed.  What do you do? 
 
 
 

o Consensual Relationships      
Consensual relationships to which the OSU policy applies are 
those romantic, intimate or sexual relationships where one of 
the parties has institutional responsibility for or authority over 
the other or is involved in evaluation of the other party, whether 
the other party is an employee or a student. 
 
An employee shall not exercise academic responsibility 
(instructional, evaluative or supervisory) for any student with 
whom the employee has a consensual relationship. 
 
Detailed information available here: 
http://oregonstate.edu/dept/affact/consensual-relationships-
policy 
 
 

• Looking Forward        
o Week 6 TA’ing 

� Main Tasks 
� Close to the End of Projects 
� Late Tasks 
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Week 6:  Gender, Race & Ethnicity 
• Review From Last Week       

 
• Intro 
• Main 

o Gender 
 
 
 

o Race  
 
 
       

o Realizing Cultural Difference     
 
 
 

o Guest Speakers       
� Student with Different Ethnicity Backgrounds 

 
• Looking Forward 

o Week 7 TA’ing 
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Week 7:  Learning Through Leading 
• Review From Last Week  

      
• Intro 

“What I like about teaching is how much I learn because I 
teach.” 

 
• Main 

o Intro         
-“Think about the best and worst teachers you ever had.  What 
did the good instructors do to become the best? 
 
 
 
 

o Learn From Leading       
-“What would happen if everyone in the department has some 
sort of leadership role?  Describe the good and the bad.” 
 
 
 
 

o A Method to Self-improve      
-“Think about a lecture that did not go well.  What did the 
instructor do?” 
 
 
 

o Guest Speaker(TBD)  
      

o Lab Observation Assigned 
 

• Looking Forward 
o Week 8 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to End of Term 
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Week 8:  Leadership Scenarios 
• Review From Last Week       

 
• Intro           

 
• Main          

o Scenarios 
Some of your students felt you are having ‘favorites’ and have 
talked to the instructor.  You believe you treat all students 
equally.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
 
You are grading lab reports and noticed two identical reports.  
What do you do? 
 
 
 
 
During your lab section, one student from another section came 
in seeking for help.  This student has many questions and is 
taking a major chunk of your time.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
 
50% of your students claim you grade very differently compare 
to TAs from other sections.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
 
There is a student in your class that doesn’t seem to understand 
what is going on, but you don’t know how to explain the 
concept any better.  What do you do? 
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70% of the students claim the instructor did not lecture a 
thorough review for the final exam.  Many students ask you, the 
lab TA of the class, to hold a review session.  What do you do? 
 
 
 
Some of your students aren’t finishing the task on time, but they 
seem to be working really hard. What do you do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Looking Forward 
o Week 9 TA’ing 

� Student Stress Due to “Everything’s Due” 
o Week 10 TA’ing 

� Student Stress on Final Exams 
� Final Exam Proctoring, Grading, etc. 
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Week 10:  Observation report 
• Review for the Entire Course      
• Observation From Peer’s Labs      
• Final Discussion        
• Looking Forward        

o Next term 
• Evaluation         
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APPENDIX E – BUILD A WAREHOUSE: A TEAM BUILDING 

ACTIVITY 

 
 
 This section contains material of an activity designed for students in the 

Platform for Learning program.  Build A Warehouse is an activity that is intended to 

improve students abilities on teamwork.  
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Build a Warehouse_______________________________________________________  
Designed and submitted by Ding Luo 

 
Background 
 Teamwork is essential to success for engineers.  Currently, teamwork is not 
specifically being taught/trained in the EECS undergraduate curriculum at OSU.  
Build a Warehouse is designed as an one-hour workshop (activity and discussion) for 
undergraduate EECS students to teach students 1) the roles and responsibilities of a 
team, 2) identify possible problems that may occur in a team, and 3) discuss possible 
ways to avoid or solve some of the difficulties.  This activity is designed to be 
engaging and fun, with large number of possible solutions, and could be competitive.  
Through out the activity, the participants will 1) follow the direction from the team 
leader, 2) take responsibilities of each role within the team, and 3) discuss possible 
solutions to the given task. 
 
Environmental Analysis 
 The intended audience for this workshop is undergraduate engineering 
students.  The activity requires a common classroom (tables and chairs), with 2 tables 
per team.  Written recording device for team communication purpose is required (such 
as paper, pen or pencil, wireless computer, etc.).  A computer with project is optional, 
depending on whether the facilitator needs to give introduction via media.  Build a 
Warehouse is recommended for participants who have basic geometry knowledge, and 
are experienced with algebra.  This activity is not limited by age (however is 
recommended for participants with a high school diploma or higher), language, 
cultural, religion, and gender.   
 
Rationale 
 Build a Warehouse takes an engaging, creative, fun, and hands-on route to 
teach/train teamwork skills to its participants.  Participants will first be divided into 
teams of 3 or 4, then assign roles of leader, motivator, and doer(s).  The leader will 
first receive design constraints from the “client” (the facilitator), and then will 
communicate to the motivator using written materials only.  The motivator will then 
share the design constraints to the doer(s).  The purpose for written material 
communication is to emulate the possibilities of information loss due to limited 
communication within a team.  The doer(s) and motivator will then discuss possible 
solutions, and motivator must receive approval from the leader before making material 
purchases from the bank (the facilitator).  Build a Warehouse teaches/trains 
participants by a team tasks/team building instructional strategy to complete the 
warehouse.  It also promotes cooperative learning instructional strategy through the 
discussion on possible ideas to make the optimal warehouse.   
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Lesson/Training Plan 
 
Objective:  Participants will work in teams to build a warehouse, and identify at 
least two common teamwork problems/conflicts and possible solutions for resolving 
each difficulty 

Process Materials Time 
BEGINNING: 
Setup 
     Prepare handouts (refer to Build a Warehouse  
     Activity Sheets) 
     Prepare communication devices if using wireless  
     laptops 
Introducing workshop 
    Explain objective (see above) 
    Explain activity rules (refer to Build a Warehouse       
    Activity Sheet 1 of 5) 
 
MIDDLE: 
Divide participants into teams 
Determine roles within each team (facilitator assign, or 
team decide) 
Give design constraints to team leaders 
Answer possible questions from leaders 
 
Team working time 
     Facilitator observer participants and formulate 
     appropriate additional discussion questions 
 
Present designs 
Class discussion on possible problems/conflicts and 
solutions for teamwork (refer to the questions below) 
 
END: 
Participant feedback on this workshop. 
Comment/suggestions to improve this workshop. 
 
 
Warehouse trial 
 

Handouts 
 
Laptop computers 
(optional) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recording device 
for leaders 
 
 
Paper and pencil 
Activity 
handouts, laptops 
(optional) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scoring sheet 
 
 
Random # 
generator 
 

5 min 
 
 
 
 
5 min. 
 
 
 
 
 
1 min 
1 min 
 
3 min 
5 min 
 
25 min 
 
 
 
10 min 
 
 
 
5 min 
 
 
 
 
if time 
allows 

Total time 60 min 
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Debrief Questions: 
• How well did this activity emulate a real teamwork situation? 
 
• What are some of the teamwork problems shown through this activity? 

 
 
• What are some of the solutions to resolve the problems? 
 
• If the entire class were assigned into one big team, what will be some 

differences? 
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Results Report 
 
Introduction 

The objective of the Build a Warehouse activity is for participants to take roles 
of a team and design a warehouse using given materials.  Participants are expected to 
understand different roles and take responsibilities within a team.  The purpose of the 
Build a Warehouse activity is to have participants experience accomplishing a task 
with a team, identify at least two possible problems on teamwork, as well as formulate 
possible solutions to resolve each difficulty.  This activity is specially designed to 
utilize cooperative learning and team tasks/team building experiential learning 
strategies by completing a task through an engaging, fun, and somewhat competitive 
experience.   
 
Actual setup 

The totals of seven participants were divided into one group of three (Team 1) 
and one group of four (Team 1), and then decided each person’s role within their 
teams:  1 leader, 1 motivator, and 1 or 2 doers depending on team size.  The leaders 
were then given design specifications from the facilitator outside of the classroom, and 
were only allowed to communicate to their team’s motivator via a wireless laptop with 
chatting capability.  The leaders are seated 2-3 rows away from their team.  This 
particular set up is to emulate a team working environment where the leaders can only 
be reached by the motivators via written material, such as email, chat, etc. 

   
Observations 
 All participants took the roles as intended by the activity.  Doers communicate 
only to their motivator, and leaders were constantly typing information for their teams.  
Some notable messages from the leaders were “ok I want one person to calculate the 
cost of floor and one person to determine the length of wall;” “what is the total cost?  
Please report.”  As allowed time is running low, the stress level from each team 
noticeably increased.  All participants seemed to be on task, and performed only 
assigned duties/roles.   
 
Discussion with participants 
 Participants agreed that this is an engaging and fun activity, and promoted 
cooperative learning and team task/team building experimental learning strategies.  
Team 2 leader described herself trying to solve the problem on her own first, but soon 
realized that there’s an entire team she can utilize to solve the problem.  For the role of 
leader, participants pointed out that this activity only shows formal leadership style, 
and lacks the informal leadership style.  The motivators described the activity 
“successfully emulated the role of a motivator,” by interpreting information from the 
leader and share to the rest of the team, as well as being a inter-connection between 
the leader and doers.  Doers pointed out that lacking the background knowledge of 
geometry makes the specific calculations (such as warehouse area and cost) a little 
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difficult to perform.  Although for engineering students (the intended audience of this 
activity), geometry and algebra should not be a difficulty.  Participants pointed out that 
one problem working in a team is that everyone has a different background, and must 
understand, and accept each other’s differences to be a good team.  Another problem 
in teamwork is miscommunication.  Information sometime leaks away through 
transportation, and must be clarified when instructions aren’t clear.  This problem can 
easily be solved by letting the motivator know what the problem is, and the motivator 
can seek the accurate information from the leader.  This activity promotes many good 
discussion topics with the class, but unfortunately only 10 minute discussion period 
was conducted due to time constraints.  Overall, participants felt this is a successful 
activity for engineering students, and will successfully promote team work by utilizing 
cooperative learning and team task/team building experimental learning strategies. 
 
Activity Conclusion 
 Build a Warehouse activity is suitable for undergraduate engineering students.  
It clearly reveals different roles and responsibilities within a team, and allows 
participants to design a warehouse by utilizing cooperative learning and team 
task/team building experimental learning strategies.  Upon completion of this activity, 
participants will have better understanding and knowledge on teamwork in general, 
and how to perform well when working in a team.  This activity also raises up many 
discussions topics that can promote a class-wide cooperative learning environment.   
 
Personal Conclusion 
 Build a Warehouse proofs my belief of delivering knowledge/concepts through 
cooperative learning and team task/team building experimental learning strategies.  As 
a workshop that is designed specifically for engineering students, Build a Warehouse 
emulates a real engineering teamwork situation, distinctly shows each role and their 
responsibilities, and indicates problems when working in a team, through a hands-on, 
engaging, and somewhat competitive experience.  Dr. Willard once mentioned in 
lecture, information do NOT have to be delivered through talking, Build a Warehouse 
requires very little talking from the facilitator.  The majority amount of time is given 
to the participants on completing the activity.  During that time, the facilitator shall 
make precise observations on the participants, and formulate suitable/appropriate 
discussion questions.  Personally, I was amazed by the amount of new discussion 
questions that came to my mind after observing the participants.  I’ve learned that the 
most important portion of this “talk less, do more” type of instruction is during the 
debrief part.  Also, Facilitators must know the learning objective thoroughly in order 
to come up with additional discussion questions through observing the participants.  I 
was a great experience for me to lead the “direction” of discussions by asking 
questions to participants, and having the entire class respond.  I believe that debrief is 
a class-wide cooperative learning strategy.   
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 When I was conducting this activity to my participants, I took consideration on 
their geometry backgrounds.  I provided a sheet with simple geometry shapes with 
equations, hoping it will help for some of the calculations.  Unfortunately the equation 
sheet did not help.  Since this activity was specifically designed for undergraduate 
engineering students, geometry will not be a problem when given to its targeted 
audience.   
 When conducting this workshop to participants with less geometry 
background, a “special tool kit” shall be provided from the beginning.  The special 
tool kit is a user-friendly Microsoft Excel worksheet with pre-programmed equations, 
sorted by shapes, warehouse components and materials.  By entering a number, the 
worksheet is able to calculate the area, length, and cost of the warehouse based on the 
shape, component and material of the designed warehouse.   
 Build a Warehouse also provided me the confidence for my belief that 
“everyone can learn (a concept I have learned from TCE542 Teacher Leadership).”  
With appropriate supportive material (calculator, special Excel tool, etc.), all 
participants are capable of benefiting from Build a Warehouse.  The participants I 
worked with had a variety social and educational background, and were feeling 
benefited from this activity.  I have also recently conducted this workshop to 4 
undergraduate engineering students, and received many positive feedbacks.  These 
outcomes strongly supported my belief of “everyone can learn.” 
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Activity scores from seven participants 
 

Criteria 
Average score 

(out of 5) 
Methods and Activities 

Were the learning objectives accomplished? 
 4.6 
Were instructions clear and easy to follow? 
 3.9 
Did the facilitator explain the activity well? 
 4.6 
Will this workshop produce better “team-players”? 
 4.1 
Did the activity promote team work/team task? 
 4.6 
Did the activity promote cooperative learning? 
 4.7 
Was the right amount of time given? 
 4.6 
Was the activity fun? 
 4.4 

 
Participant comments: 

• “Wanted more background info + math knowledge.  Don’t know if geometric 
handout was applicable.  Very interesting + engaging.” 

• “When creating teamwork & collaborative work groups, I think that we need to 
take into account the dynamics, personalities, and leadership characteristics as 
well as the culture of the organization.  Great job!” 

• “This was terrific and I would like to suggest that Oregon Building Congress 
use this with their construction academy.” 

• “I really enjoyed this activity.  Lots of fun working as a team using technology 
in a way that brought us all together.” 

• “Loved it!” 
• “Nice job!!” 
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Build a Warehouse Activity Sheet 1 of 5 
* This page shall be handed out for leader, motivator, and doer(s) 

Roles 
 
Leader: 

1. Planning responsibilities for motivator, and each doer 
2. Receiving timely feedbacks and give approval for proposals 
3. Presentation in the end.   

 
Motivator: 

1. Interpret instruction to doers 
2. Provide accurate communication between leader and doers 
3. Answer questions and provide feedback to leader 

 
Doers: 

1. Follow and perform instructions 
2. Provide questions/feedbacks to motivator 
3. Purchase material after receiving approval from leader 

 
 
General activity outline: 
 

• Receiving task - Leader from each team will meeting instructor outside of 
classroom 

o Facilitator will give the objective to the leaders VERBALLY  
o This is the only time for the leaders to ask facilitator any questions 

regarding the objective 
o Leaders go to their offices 

 
• Experiencing task – leader, motivator, doers work together to finish the 

objective. 
o Leader must take time to plan ahead on approaching the solution for 

objective, and communicate to motivator using only written material 
o Motivators must take time to understand the objective and 

communicate with leader using only written material. 
o Motivators must make sure doers understand the objective and may 

communicate with doers in anyway shape or form. 
o Doers must take time performing the objective, and may only 

communicate to the motivator.   
o Doers must perform only motivator’s instructions.  If doers have 

recommendations for better solving the objective, the new instruction 
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must be communicated to the motivator and ultimately approved by the 
leader before doers can perform the recommended task. 

 
• Warehouse trial (if times allows) 

o Find a random number generator that can generate numbers from 1-
100. 

o Set number 1-25 = earth quake 
o Set number 26-30 = acid rain 
o Set number 31-40 = flood 
o Run the random number generator 5 times, indicating 5 years.  If 

natural hazard occurs, the warehouse’s IP will be reduced accordingly. 
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Build a Warehouse Activity Sheet 2 of 5 
* This page shall NOT be available to participants. 

* Information on this page shall ONLY be shared to team leaders VERBALLY 
 

Design specification: 
• Must be able to store at least 5,000 square ft worth of goods in floor area 
• Must spend no more than $100,000 on raw materials 
• Must be able to be intact for at least 5 years.  In other words, maintain positive 

“intact points” (IP) at the end of the 5th year.   
• Must only use the available materials 

 
Other considerations: 

• The warehouse’s location has annual 25% probability of earthquake, 
encountering of earth quake will reduce the warehouse’s IP by 15000 pt. 

• The warehouse’s location has annual 10% probability of flood, encountering of 
earth quake will reduce the warehouse’s IP by 12000 pt. 

• The warehouse’s location has annual 5% probability of acid rain, encountering 
of earth quake will reduce the warehouse’s IP by 20000 pt. 

• Encountering of any natural hazard will reduce the warehouse’s “intact point” 

 
Common Q & A: 
* Facilitator may answer these questions ONLY WHEN A LEADER ASKS 
 
Q:  Can different materials be mixed together? 
A:  Yes. 
 
Q:  Does the warehouse must have floor? 
A:  No, but floor is the main source of intact points. 
 
Q:  Does the warehouse must have walls? 
A:  No, but without walls, roofs are not allowed to be built. 

For facilitators:  
 
Please explain the concept of intact point as clearly as possible.    
 
Intact point is the amount of “health” a warehouse has.  Different materials add intact points.  
Natural hazards will reduce the intact points.  When intact points reach to zero, the warehouse 
collapses.   
 
Facilitators may decide to explain intact points to only leaders, or to all participants. 
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Q:  Does the warehouse must have roof? 
A:  No. 
 
Q:  Do I need to worry about the height of the wall? 
A:  No, only the parameter (notice how the price of wall is per foot, not per square 
foot). 
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Build a Warehouse Activity Sheet 3 of 5 
* This page shall be handed out for leader, motivator, and doer(s) 

 
Available materials: 
 

Material Effect Cost 
     
Wooden floor IP +5 per sq ft $10 per sq ft 
     
Concrete floor IP +10 per sq ft $15 per sq ft 
     
Sheet metal floor IP +15 per sq ft $25 per sq ft 
     
Wooden wall 
 

Reduces 5000 pt damage from earthquake  
Additional 5000 damage from flood 

$10 per ft 
 

     
Concrete wall 
 

Reduces 5000 pt damage from flood  
Additional 5000 pt damage from earth quake 

$15 per ft 
 

     
Sheet metal wall 
 

Reduces 2000 pt damage from earthquake  
Additional 2000 pt damage from flood 

$25 per ft 
 

     
Wooden roof 
 

Additional 10000 pt damage from acid rain 
IP +1 per sq ft 

$25 per sq ft 
 

     
Concrete roof 
 

Reduces 5000 pt damage from acid rain  
IP -2 per sq ft 

$15 per sq ft 
 

     
Sheet metal roof 
 

Reduces 10000 pt damage from acid rain  
IP -3 per sq ft 

$10 per sq ft 
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Build a Warehouse Activity Sheet 4 of 5 
* This page shall be handed out for leader, motivator, and doer(s) 

 
Appendix 

 
http://www.nps.gov/history/hdp/standards/HABS/graphics/arch-b-1-0.gif 
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Build a Warehouse Activity Sheet 5 of 5 
* This page shall be available to all participants. 

 
Participant Scoring Guide 
 

Criteria low                   high 
Methods and Activities 

Were the learning objectives accomplished? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Were instructions clear and easy to follow? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Did the facilitator explain the activity well? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Will this workshop produce better “team-players”? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Did the activity promote team work/team task? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Did the activity promote cooperative learning? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Was the right amount of time given? 
      1     2     3     4     5 
Was the activity fun? 
      1     2     3     4     5 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 


